CERN Car Usage

Dos and Don’ts
General Principles

- Overall rules can be found in Operational Circular (OC) 4: “Conditions for use by members of the CERN personnel of vehicles belonging to or rented by CERN”

- CERN vehicles are provided to members of the personnel within the framework of their work for CERN and solely for official use. Use of such vehicles for personal reasons is strictly forbidden.
PH Department provides two types of cars to members of the personnel resp. CERN groups

- **CERN Logo-Cars**
  - normally for CERN groups
  - solely official use during working hours and standby-duty
  - currently 112 cars

- **Non-Logo-Cars**
  - normally for external teams
  - solely official use
  - currently 144 cars

+ 25 ordered
  - 5 general use
  - 20 for outstanding requests
OC4 distinguishes between three areas of driving:

- fenced part of the CERN site
- inside perimeter
- outside perimeter
Some Possible Destinations for CERN Logo-Cars

- Inside Perimeter
  - work travel
    - CERN sites, companies, training, airport
    - with special authorization
    - hotel/home (if on standby-duty)

- Outside Perimeter
  - Job Order always needed
  - work travel
    - companies, training, railway station
    - with special authorization
    - hotel/home (if on standby-duty)
Some Possible Destinations for Non-Logo-Cars

- **Inside Perimeter**
  - work travel
    - CERN sites, companies, training, airport, restaurant
    - with special authorization
    - hotel, restaurant
    - home (if on standby-duty)

- **Outside Perimeter**
  - *Job Order always needed*
  - work travel
    - companies, training, railway station
    - with special authorization
    - hotel, restaurant
    - home (if on standby-duty)
Impossibles for CERN Cars

- private outings
- transport of non-members of the personnel
  - except official visitors during an official visit